The Day of the Children´s Crowns

Teethy Mouse El Ratón de los Dientes
Teethy Mouse departs from the traditional character in two crucial ways:
He does not limit himself to exchange milk teeth for some money, but will
honor and celebrate the appearance of the 6es
that show up around the
6th birthday by means of the new ‘Coin of the 6 ‘ tradition.
He has teamed up with the Tooth Fairy and now they both play the role of
being collaborative heroes in preventive dental care. Their main objective is
to spare the children from cavities and resulting pain, although they also have
the mission of preserving their childhood dreams by placing their teeth in their
respective Little Magic Chests guarded in the Tower of Light.
He is an altruistic, sensitive and emotional individual who understands the
suffering of others. He believes in good as a light that will never be subdued by
darkness. He never places his personal interest above the common well-being.
He is also a determined leader who can organize his peers.
Teethy Mouse is holding a Written Manuscript in his hand that reads:

‘The Last will be the First’

Parents, grandparents and teachers ought to know that in the dental arches of
an elementary school child, the last back teeth are the first permanent back
teeth or 6es , the main chewing tools in the human being. They make their
debut around 6 years of age and will have to remain functional for the next 70+
years! The four-circled crown on his chest represent these 4 6es . See the
‘explaining visual’ Panoramic Dental Illustration, pages 22-23.
He is smiling because this manuscript represents the recovered title of a crucial
chapter and illustration belonging to the Golden Book of the Children’s Dental
Health that was previously stolen. Teethy Mouse and friends risked their own
life in the recovery operation, but it was worthwhile because the children’s wellbeing was at stake. Teethy Mouse is part of a unique and novel fantasy.
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Emergency Coin for
Lost Milk Teeth
...just place it under your pillow...
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Download and print form
www.fairyandmouse.com

..go to page 34 for more info...
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